BUILDING A SOLID ACCOUNT-BASED MARKETING (ABM)
FOUNDATION WITH CUSTOM INSIGHTS FROM BAO

WHAT TYPE OF INSIGHTS DOES BAO UNCOVER?

Building your named Account-Based Marketing (ABM) strategy upon solid
foundational insights ensures that you prioritize the right ABM targets,
know what to say to engage that defined universe of accounts and gain
access to the decision makers within those companies.

• Pains with current
solutions
• The challenges
causing prospects
to consider a
new solution

ABM, which SiriusDecisions defines as “the strategic approach marketers
use to support a defined universe of accounts,” allows marketing
organizations to create more effective go-to-market campaigns, while
sales organizations are able to be more focused, resulting in an increase
in productivity.

PAIN POINTS
Identify the issues
prospect accounts are
experiencing, like:

TRIGGER EVENTS
Timing is everything;
uncover custom
trigger events in your
prospect accounts,
like:
•
•
•
•

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Contract expirations
New legislation
Shadow IT
Mergers or
acquisitions

Isolate ideal
competitive
displacement
opportunities:
• Competitive
dissatisfaction
• Renewal plans

TECHNOLOGY
ENVIRONMENT
Understand IT
environment
characteristics
including:

PURCHASE INTENT
Identify budgeted
initiatives:
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SiriusDecisions created their Account-Based Marketing Framework, as a
set of process steps and foundation elements that support ABM strategy
and delivery (see image). BAO provides the foundational insights that
impact three of those steps:

• Installed solutions
• Future IT
environment plans

• Whether prospects
are buying what
you sell
• Whether the
prospect intends
to make a purchase
in 6 or 12 months
To obtain these insights, BAO conducts custom
interviews with influencers and decision makers via
telephone to understand key account details.

PRIORITIZATION

PLANNING

EXECUTION

“SELECT THE RIGHT COMPANIES”

“USE THE RIGHT MESSAGE”

“ACCESS THE RIGHT
DECISION MAKERS”

Account selection is the number one critical
success factor in an ABM program. Your
strategy and programs will create results only
if they are directed to the right companies.

Custom insights about the organizations
you’re targeting allows you to deliver
the right message to the right account
which ensures your programs are
resonating with your audience.

SELECTION:
BAO will proactively reach out to companies
in your market to collect customized account
intelligence, including current technology
stack, budgeted initiatives and key trigger
events.

EFFECTIVE MESSAGING:
The insights BAO provided now are utilized
for designing campaigns. With a deep
understanding about which subjects will
resonate with your selected accounts, you can
now direct the right message and content to
the right company.

Based on those insights, BAO will help
you create your ABM target list. Your
ABM programs will be more effective
because they are directed at companies
most likely to buy from you.

For example, if you uncovered that a portion
of your targets struggle with “scalability,”
you can create programs based on your
ability to scale, and target that segment of
accounts. Another portion of companies
may list “compliance” as a key challenge, so
that segment gets your campaigns focused
on your strength in increasing compliance.

SOURCING CONTACTS:
You have the right accounts, and the right
message and content. Now we help you
direct it to the right people. BAO will provide
you with relevant IT and line of business
contacts for your ABM targets, complete
with accurate, verified email addresses.

To succeed, your ABM program
needs to engage the key personas
at your target accounts.

ACCESS:
BAO will get your sales team face-time with
the VIP accounts you’ve selected for your ABM
program. BAO’s Inside Sales team will use the
ABM insights collected to produce high quality
appointments for your field.
Additionally, your sales representatives will
be armed with those insights, allowing for
a better first meeting with the prospect
and creating a winning combination
of ABM and demand generation.

QUICK-START ABM PILOT
3—4 MONTHS

1000

COMPANIES

Starting with a list of 1000
companies, BAO will interview
influencers and decision
makers via telephone to
help you pick the right
ABM targets, right now.

250

COMPLETED
PROFILES

BAO will provide
detailed profiles on 250
of those accounts.

75

20 500

ABM TARGETS

MEETINGS

The top 30% of that
market will be selected
for the ABM target list.

CONTACTS

WIthin those 75 ABM targets,
BAO will secure 20 executivelevel meetings and provide
500 relevant IT and line
of business contacts.

Building your ABM strategy upon solid foundational insights, ensures that you
prioritize the right ABM targets, know what to say to engage that defined universe
of accounts and gain access to the decision makers within those companies.

PRIORITIZE
BAO is the de facto partner for sales and marketing teams in the high-tech industry developing powerful, profitable go-to-market strategies.
BAO gives organizations the real-time insight, tools, and resources they need to transform their businesses – to drive new revenue while
increasing the profitability of existing accounts; to optimize sales and marketing operations; or all of the above. Founded in 1997, BAO is based
in Andover, Massachusetts. Learn more at www.baoinc.com

engage

access

